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/PressCable/ -- In a unique and creative change of pace, Web &amp; Search Agency "Geeky Tech",
will be celebrating the launch of its new Web &amp; Search Services by providing customer's with a
quick free 5-10 mins video that outlines what can be done to get the best value from Google.
In a space where most competitors simply create a package that's a one size fits all solution, Geeky
Tech has opted to be a little more unique and creative with the inception of its new Web &amp;
Search Services service.
Ben Hawkshaw-Burn, CEO at Geeky Tech, says: "The team wanted to be unique and creative with
the Web &amp; Search Services service launch and to aim it at IT &amp; Tech companies. When
you're mad about technology and go crazy for gadgets, gizmos and tech it makes sense to work in a
space you love with people as passionate as you. It's easier for us to relate to the end user, we can
appreciate our customer needs and their customer needs to get everyone better results."
It should be really worthwhile with the hope that the new service will raise awareness on the
importance of web &amp; search strategies. It should go great unless the whole world suddenly
decides to not use the internet anymore...
The team at Geeky Tech has always thrived on the idea of standing out and being different from the
crowd. Geeky Tech carries out all services amongst themselves as they do not believe in
outsourcing services. As a team they have a unique way of working together and with the endless
changes in the world of SEO, they cannot risk their client's sites with anyone else, which can be
considered better than businesses who choose to do things the 'regular' or 'cheapest' way.
When asked about the Web &amp; Search services for IT &amp; Tech companies, Ben
Hawkshaw-Burn said: "It's going to be a real hit because thanks to cloud applications and project
management tools, Geeky Tech is a business that's run completely virtually. This allows the team
maximum flexibility to work at a time that fits around them so they can deliver outstanding results.
Geeky Tech believes when the shackles and restrictions from a typical working environment are
removed, a whole new world of creativity is unleashed.".
Geeky Tech's Web &amp; Search Services is live now and available to IT &amp; Tech companies.
To find out more about the service and Geeky Tech itself, visit www.geekytech.co.uk or alternatively
they can be contacted via their phone number and postal address below:
Contact Info:Name: BenOrganization: Geeky TechAddress: 32 London Road, Guildford, Surrey GU1
2AB, United KingdomPhone: +44-20-3800-1212For more information, please visit
https://www.geekytech.co.uk/Source: PressCableRelease ID: 177843
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